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This is the complete collection of John David Stewart’s sweatshirts, catalogued specifically for his fiancée, Candace.
Now when she gets cold, she will finally know all the options his closet has to offer. These stunning photographs
were taken by the incredible Carter Joseph Shields, without whom none of this would have been possible.
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the
candace grace
collection
PEACE OUT SANTA
The perfect balance of hippie vibes and Christmas
cheer makes this sweatshirt a sheer masterpiece.
Only the brilliant Candace Grace could accomplish
such an extraordinary feat. No wonder people
were literally racing to the store to buy them.
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HIKER BEAR
Truly one of Beyond Boundaries’ most
iconic pieces of merchandise, this
exquisite design has taken the world
by storm. Reprinted numerous times in
an array of colors, people have kept the
demand high for months on end.
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BLACK BEAUTY
He is beauty, he is grace. Just look
at that glowing blue boy face.

the forbidden fruit

SNOW DADDY
This luxurious sweatshirt is the best
article of merch TNT produced in
John David’s four years at Harding.
Hands down.

TNT CLONE
This. This sweatshirt is the key
to self-actualization. If you have
one of these, then you’re in.
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DGR delicacies

CHOO CHOO HEATHER BLUE
One of the only freebies John David
received (perks of being a new beau).
People compliment it all the time simply
because it is neither navy nor maroon.

THE FORMAL FRONTIER
Designed by the illustrious
Ramen Doodles in Fall 2019.
The function was a bust, but
the sweatshirt was worth it all.
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POLAR EXPRESS PULLOVER
Widely known as one of the most
comfortable sweatshirts in John David’s
closet, this one was acquired in Fall 2017
at DGR’s Polar Express semi-formal.
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“when
I was
abroad...”
ITALIAN IMPULSE BUY
John David purchased this
gorgeous green getup right
before leaving Italy. He just
wanted everyone to know he
was a cool world traveler.

ISRAEL ORIGINAL
The t-shirt shop worker thought
John David was German, but he is
most definitely American.
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OLD SCHOOL ORACLE
Acquired in Delphi, the ancient
mythological home of Python, Apollo’s
oracle, and groovy sweatshirts.
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UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS
John David is a sucker. He cannot haggle
to save his life. A shop owner in Athens,
Greece was able to convince him that this
sweatshirt was worth €30 (roughly $36).
John David felt accomplished when he
convinced the guy to knock a few euros off
the price. However, when he got back to the
US, he realized the decal is off-centered. So
now this is exclusively a workout hoodie.
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SORRENTO SWAG
Most people say, “Pics or it didn’t
happen.” John David’s philosophy
studying abroad was, “Sweatshirts
or it didn’t happen.” Thus, he and
Sommer Cofield just HAD to buy
matching threads in Sorrento, Italy.
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doodle daddy
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CLASSIC LOGO
Perhaps the most iconic article of clothing on Harding’s campus, the
original Ramen Doodles sweatshirt has elevated John David’s humble
comic strip to an unprecedented level of fame. Over 100 sold and counting.
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DOUBLE DOODLE
These identical twins have caused
John David more trouble than he ever
imagined. After initially drawing the
design in October 2020, it took months
to work out the details with Jay Hall at
Promos & Logos. FINALLY, John David
settled on Carolina Blue and Maroon, and
the sweatshirts arrived in February 2021.
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NAVY BOY
One of the first sweaters John David
ever bought. For years he thought
he could only wear it over a collared
shirt, but a certain girl came along
who changed his whole perspective
on sweaters forever.

sweater
weather
CUTE AND COZY
Hours of toil through countless stores
resulted in finding this blessed Old Navy
sweater. Cute AND cozy. Say no more.

THE STRIPED GENTLEMAN
Another gem from Old Navy that’s perfect
for those porch-sittin’, coffee-sippin’ days.
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SCOTT’S HAND-ME-DOWN
After years of neglect on the closet
shelves of Scott Crawford, this
timeless sweater was finally freed
from bondage over Christmas
Break. John David wore it when
he proposed to the love of his life.
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GREEN TOWEL SWEATER
Is it a shirt? A towel? Both?
The world may never know.
Regardless, he looks GOOD.
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misc.
HARDING HOODIE
Arguably the oldest article of
clothing in the catalogue, John
David bought this hoodie at the
Harding University Bookstore
during his high school years. It
kept him warm during countless
football games.

HUNGER GAMES
The esteemed Mallory Mackie took John
David to Sig Phi’s Hunger Games function
during the fall of 2019. They fought hard,
and he literally acted like a maniac to keep
people away from them. But, alas, they
were struck down by the band alliance.
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